
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Evidently it ____________________ beforehand for this purpose.1.
(prepare)

had been prepared

It was first observed after a storm, at a point in the sea from which a
column of smoke ________________ to rise.
2.

(see)had been seen

He died some little time ago, keeper of a public-house, which he
___________________ to take from the profits of his faces.
3.

(enable)had been enabled

Everything belonging to him __________________ except the clothes and
the few jewels he wore.
4.

(seize)
had been seized

The carpet ____________________ by the same cunning hand.5. (finish)had been finished

And these bitter expressions ____________________ to the traveller on
his return.
6.

(report)
had been reported

It ________________ hundreds of times in the last few days and gave no
symptoms of failing.
7.

(use)
had been used

He rides as though he ________________ for a saddle.8. (make)had been made

The night __________________ with a thousand disappointments.9. (fill)had been filled

If he ____________________ to do so, her simple questions and
answers to his inquiries would have made it difficult.
10.

(dispose)
had been disposed

Winton ________________ of the meeting in the train.11. (tell)had been told

What he had sought as a shelter __________________ into a trap, and
he was now anxious to get out of it.
12.

(turn)
had been turned

She ________________ to and deceived.13. (lie)had been lied

We could see the marks in the wood where it __________________ in.14.
(push)

had been pushed

His overseer __________________ by the slaves.15. (kill)had been killed
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I went into the cellar; all the barrels were gone, and of the bottles a most
surprising number _________________ out and thrown away.
16.

(drink)had been drunk

The thing __________________ on them, the agent having no notion that
anything of the sort was on foot.
17.

(spring)
had been sprung

I then told him that I _________________ by the Indians, and they saved
my life because one of their women chose me as her husband, and that I was
anxious to escape from them.

18.

(take)

had been taken

Suppose you had only a dollar, and that it _________________ you to
purchase a story book.
19.

(give)
had been given

In the meantime Ireland ____________________ to peace.20. (restore)had been restored
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